COVID-19 Report to Members ~ November 2, 2021
Reports are sent on Tuesdays, unless there's breaking news.

Pediatric vaccines near final approval
The CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices has unanimously
recommended approval Pfizer’s and BioNTech’s vaccine for children ages 5 to 11. The
recommendation must now get a green light from the CDC Director, Dr. Rochelle
Walensky, before vaccines can be administered to younger children. That decision could
come later today or tomorrow.
The federal government says it has enough of the Pfizer vaccine for all 28 million
children in the 5-11 age group and kid-sized vaccine doses are already being shipped.
Idaho has preordered the doses with nearly 37,000 having been delivered to public health
districts and providers as of today. More doses are expected to be delivered by
November 8. The Idaho Department of Health and Welfare (IDHW) announced that there
will be training and guidance available for providers on how to handle and store the
vaccine prior to administering the pediatric doses.
During the weekly news conference today, IDHW advised parents seeking vaccinations
to connect with their primary care physicians or local health district to see when
appointments might be available. IDHW also shared data indicating that the number of
COVID cases among Idaho children has declined in recent weeks, but infection levels
are still near last December’s peak numbers.

Reimbursement & Policy
Idaho joins vaccine lawsuit against Biden Administration
On Friday, Governor Brad Little and Attorney General Lawrence Wasden announced
that they have joined 18 other states in suing the Biden Administration over the
vaccine requirement for federal contractors. The states argue the mandate violates
federal procurement law and is an overreach of federal power. The mandate could affect
large employers in Idaho like the Idaho National Laboratory as well as research
programs at universities funded through federal contracts and grants. Later today, the
Idaho State Board of Education will consider whether to join in the lawsuit because of
the potential impact on federal research dollars.

Booster Resources

IDHW has new resources to help your community understand more about
boosters. Click the image above for a flyer in both English and Spanish as well as
a flow chart to help patients plan their boosters.

In an effort to alleviate confusion on boosters, the AHA has produced a pair of
new resources. Included are a public-facing document on the who-what-whenwhy of these extra doses, while a clinician-focused resource provides a side-byside comparison of Pfizer, Moderna and Johnson & Johnson vaccine boosters.

Resources & Information
Surplus PPE
The Idaho Office of Emergency Management (IOEM) has a surplus of washable gowns
sent to states by FEMA at the start of the pandemic. The gowns come in small,
medium, and large sizes and are available to be shipped – free of charge – to any
facilities that might need them. To request the gowns for current or future use, please
contact Matt McCarter, IOEM Grants Branch Chief.

Healthcare, poverty, and COVID-19
Merritt Hawkins, a leading physician recruitment service and an IHA Healthcare
Business Ventures endorsed partner, recently blogged about the intersection of COVID19 and poverty in the United States. You can read more here.

Interesting read ~ conspiracists, science, and COVID-19
Throughout the pandemic, conspiracists have cast scientists and public health leaders
as maligned actors by citing changes in scientific consensus, which can be a product
of the evolution of scientific research. In this Nature article, researchers look at how
changes in mask wearing and other public health policies were exploited to sow distrust
and provide some guidance about what can be done to mitigate those efforts.

Virtual Meetings & Education
Webinar ~ Vaccine safety for children
With new approvals and guidance being issued by the FDA and CDC on vaccines for
children, the AHA, American Academy of Pediatrics, and Children’s Hospital
Association will provide a panel discussion on how pediatricians and hospitals can work
with parents to build trust in the safety and efficacy of the vaccines.

Vaccines for Children Aged 5-11
November 8 ~ 12p MTN / 11a PAC
Register
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